Prevent this with our new, high-wind area posts!

We use only the highest-grade materials in our fencing products.
HIGH-WIND TESTING
QUALITY INGREDIENTS TO LAST A LIFETIME

Introducing our thicker wall posts that can withstand gusts
of up to 100 mph.

Built better to last longer with less weathering.

If you have customers in high-wind areas, we recommend

Testing and retesting at every step.

our new premium .175” wall posts. Your customers will

All products guaranteed in writing.

with fewer repair problems!

Only the best compounds.

thank you after the next windstorm, and you will thank us

Do you install fences in a high-wind area? In some areas
of the country .135” and .150” wall posts will buckle when
facing winds upwards of 80-90 mph. NVP has come up with
a solution for extreme weather and wind conditions: thicker
posts!
Our testing has proven that our thicker posts resist buckling
at the ground. For example, in a 100 mph storm, panels may
still blow out. However, this will result in a much easier
repair job for you. (It’s always easier repair panels rather
than posts.)

Tips for building fences with

MADE IN THE USA

TOP-QUALITY RESINS

We have been manufacturing vinyl in Utah since 2004
higher
ratings
utilizing
onlywind
the highest
quality micro-ingredients from
established US chemical manufacturers.
1. Order .175” wall posts from NVP.
2. Always use U-channel, screwed to each post with
HIGH-HEAT STABILIZATION
three equally-spaced screws.
Quality heat stabilizers help our products withstand UV
3. Install fences on closer post-spacings. Our testing
exposure while preserving the appearance, strength,
shows that installing on 6’ on centers yields 10-15
elasticity and performance of our fence profiles.
mph better performance than 8’ spacing.

We use only prime-grade resin in our commitment to
building only the highest quality products.

HIGH-GRADE TIO2

TESTED

Our proprietary PVC formula has been designed and tested
Benefits of a thicker .175 wall post
to have the right amounts of high-grade Ti02 to fight
• Increased
performance
weathering
and keepswind
colors
consistent.
• Reduced need for steel stiffeners
• Quicker,
less costly storm repair
NON-FERROUS
PIGMENTS
•
Greater
impact
strength
Using non-ferrous pigments
made by leading manufacturers
Stronger
gate-support
provides •us
with consistent
color output that resists
weathering over time and batch-to-batch consistency.
LESS WEATHERING

Call your NVP Account Manager for details,

Our fences meet or exceed industry established ASTM
availability
pricing tested in both laboratory and
standards
andand
are continually
real-world conditions.
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EXCEEDING INDUSTRY STANDARDS

NVP fences are manufactured to avoid abnormal peeling,
Look! In a high wind,
rotting, blistering, rusting, flaking, and corroding.
Our
only the
panels blew
exclusive blend of raw materials create fences
exceed
outthat
making
your
industry standards in durability and strength.
repair job much
easier!

We constantly monitor and test quality at every stage. This
includes in-house hourly testing and extreme weathering
versus natural weathering. If something does not meet our
standards, it does not leave our plant.
ECO-FRIENDLY

We utilize recycled fence materials lowering the
environmental footprint with no impact to durability or
quality. This qualifies NVP as a Green Manufacturer.

Our high-wind posts
come in white and
GUARANTEED
tan. Warranty
NVP offers an industry-leading Limited Lifetime

that transferable by the original purchaser to future owners.

www.nvpfence.com
435-623-2750

